Trees...

...provide the oxygen we breathe, food and shelter for animals, shade in summer, something pretty to look at, and a variety of different products. Trees provide all of these things and more to people of all ages.

The names of twenty trees are hidden in the puzzle below. Some of these trees may growing in your school’s neighborhood. Some are native to Idaho. The words read up, down, backward, forward, and diagonal.

R D B S G S P R U C E L O F
B D E W E Y C I C L N P R E
I M F N K C V E L M I M R J
R K C A T A L P A N P O U W
C B O U T M R Y R A I N N S
H S T Y M O R X C Z I W B E
E T T C L R O T H P L D M S
L H O R S E C H E S T N U T
P C N O U K P R L E M K G L
P B W A A N W D A C M R T O
A D O O W G O D N I A S E C
A R O G E T R E E S P G E U
C E D A R M E W O L L I W S
V A D L P O P L A R E R S T

1. APPLE
2. BIRCH
3. CATALPA
4. CEDAR
5. COTTONWOOD
6. DOGWOOD
7. ELM
8. HORSECHESTNUT
9. JUNIPER
10. LARCH
11. LOCUST
12. MAPLE
13. OAK
14. PINE
15. POPLAR
16. SPRUCE
17. SWEETGUM
18. SYCAMORE
19. WILLOW
20. YEW

There is a bonus word in this puzzle. Can you find it?

Bonus Word ___________________________________